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Timeless, Infinite Light is an Oakland-
based small press that primarily 
publishes contemporary poetry, 
but also veers into critical theory, 
experimental fiction, ephemera, and 
whatever surprises us. Sometimes 
our books look like books, and 
sometimes they don’t. We have a 
heavy west coast lean towards the 
experimental/political/mystical. 

http://timelessinfninitelight.com 
forever@timlessinfinitelight.com

Timeless, Infinite Light is thrilled to announce the release of As 
They Fall, a poetry book in the from of hand-written divination 
cards. As They Fall is a vivid, sensual journey through the haunted 
landscape of the self. Ivy Johnson’s fragmented, handwritten poem 
takes it’s shape as a deck of cards, and can be experienced in 
infinite permutations Oscillating between a scream and a whisper, 
As They Fall is shimmering, intimate, and deeply alive. Ivy will 
be performing at the Speakeasy (604 56th St. Oakland CA) with 
Stephanie Young and Janey Smith on June 15th at 8:00.

ABOUT AS THEY FALL 

Ivy Johnson’s process relies heavily on the creation of rituals to guide 
the composition of her work. First, she sets herself in a trance-like 
state, and from that space she transmits fragments of language onto 
index cards and scraps of paper. Next she’ll scatter those fragments 
across her floor and roll over them naked. Whichever fragments stick 
to her gin-soaked body became part of the poem. 

So much powerful work has come out of this process. Ivy’s urgent 
language is honed into sharp daggers, stabbing deep into the eye of 
the self. But with As They Fall we wanted was to focus on that moment 
of potential energy between language and the divine. We wanted the 
reader to become an active, aleatoric agent of the book. 

So we set out to recreate the experience. We went through in hundreds 
upon hundreds of fragments, and settled on 112. We scanned in the 
original handwriting, and produced  them as loose on uncoated paper, 
(difficult to shuffle, because this isn’t a game). We encrypted the backs 
of the cards with a sealing spell. 

We’ve found that As They Fall is most powerful as a tool for daily 
divination. Keep it on your nightstand, or your kitchen table. You can 
pull 3-5 cards before you go to sleep, or during your morning rituals. 
You can ask the deck questions, or form your own unique relationship. 
Each deck has been individually shuffled. 

As They Fall is a truly magical document, but it is not a precious object. 
Once removed from it’s band, the book is alive. Burn it, bleed on it, run 
it through the dirt. It’s identity forms out of injury.

Ivy Johnson was born on the open prairie where she picked crocuses 
as a child. Boog City published her first chapbook in 2011 entitled 
Walt Disney’s Light Show Extravaganza. Her first book, AS THEY FALL 
is a collection of note cards for aleatoric ritual and was published by 
Timeless, Infinite Light in May of 2013. She is a poet and educator in 
Oakland, CA.


